This essay pivots from questions of copyright in the nineteenth century to the copyright restrictions faced by scholars in the present moment. For periodicals researchers especially, digital collections have seeded a new thicket of issues related to the access, licensing, and ownership of digital content. For anyone studying the nineteenth-century periodical press, digital collections inevitably condition much of the research we undertake. Patrick Leary and others have suggested that the scope of what is digitized and digitally accessible exerts a strong historiographic influence on published scholarship. Intellectual property restrictions are among the major forces shaping the horizon of digital research collections: what gets digitized, what is made available, and how and where it can be accessed. These restrictions are rooted in the nineteenth-century periodical history this issue endeavors to study. They further branch into the legal contingencies attending twentieth-century modes of reproducing the periodical archive. And they are complicated by emerging modes of accessing the archive: not only digital access to copies but computational analysis of entire collections through the use of text and data mining.

This essay, then, moves from copyright issues in nineteenth-century periodical discourse to the international landscape of copyright, commercially licensed digital resources, and fair use which shape periodicals scholarship today. Arguments about access do not fully account for the complex landscape of rights and exceptions for materials ostensibly in the public domain. This landscape is also changing with the emergence of computational research methods, including text and data mining. I argue that exceptions to copyright law for text and data mining might point to new forms of scholarly communication, particularly transformative uses that work around some of the restrictive vestiges of copyright law. Ultimately,
this essay claims that scholars need to understand the changing parameters of copyright and fair use (or “fair dealing” in the United Kingdom), not simply as it affects our day-to-day work but as an opportunity to shape the law and advocate for creative forms of research and scholarly communication.

**Collections and Copyrights**

It has become commonplace to observe the dramatic expansion of access to nineteenth-century books and periodicals because of digitization projects. As several scholars have pointed out, it is problematic to assume that these materials adequately represent the nineteenth-century archive, even though a vast collection of materials has been digitized. Leary notes that despite moves away from “traditional notions of canonicity” in cultural and periodical studies, digital resources may enshrine a new canon based on what scholars can easily access. And, as Lara Putnam argues, the “new topography of information has systematic blind spots” which may re-capitulate the politics of canonicity. For instance, Alexis Easley has noted the “new canon” of digital collections of nineteenth-century women’s writing which privilege volume editions at the expense of women’s periodical publishing. Ben Fagan has pointed to the “racial politics of periodical digitization,” specifically the exclusion of many black newspapers from the *Chronicling America* collection of historical US newspapers.

To identify and redress these problems, scholars are turning critical attention upon the histories of digital collections themselves, documenting the provenance of how digital research collections came to exist. These histories have identified the downstream effects of corporate decisions, technical specifications, and legacy media on the new media of historical scholarship. Copyright also plays an important role. But too often copyright has been oversimplified into a question of its duration: in other words, copyright terms eventually expire for historical works whereupon they enter the public domain. From this perspective, “out of copyright” materials seem readily available for digitization, promising to make the “nineteenth-century past more readily knowable and open to scrutiny than ever before,” as even Leary claims. As a function of time alone, the nineteenth century apparently beckons with the privilege of its legal availability. In his book *Macroanalysis*, Matthew Jockers bemoans the copyright restrictions involved in studying twentieth-century works: “Today’s digital-minded literary scholar is shackled in time; we are all, or are all soon to become, nineteenth centuryists.” This rhetoric periodizes the nineteenth century as somehow digitally liberated and reinforces problematic notions of its digital adequacy. Jockers, whose work concentrates on prose fiction, also mistakes the limited degree to which “public domain” sta-
tus has shaped periodical digitization. The continuing impact of copyright and commercial licensing on digital periodical collections tells otherwise. Determining what is in the public domain is not the only—or perhaps even the most significant—problem we face as scholars.

Complications arise because of three major factors: 1) periodicals are, by definition, issued over time, and the rights for nineteenth-century materials may remain tangled with their continued publication into copyrighted time frames, 2) many digitization projects—especially for British newspapers and periodicals—have been undertaken by commercial providers or as public-private partnerships, requiring varying degrees of licensed access, and 3) exceptions to copyright, proposed by legal scholars and advocates to make copyright more responsive to digital media, are subject to uneven international laws as well as problems of technical interoperability. Ultimately, casual and computational access to “public domain” materials, not to mention scholars’ rights to publish or use examples from these collections, is far more complicated than a matter of copyright duration.

The British Library’s newspaper digitization efforts offer a case study of these complexities. It began digitizing its newspaper collection in the mid-2000s with funding from the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), editorial guidance from a team of scholars, and technical assistance from external vendors. Ed King, former director of the library’s newspaper collections, has documented many of these projects’ legal considerations and how the library responded. For instance, the extent of historical newspapers to be included was immediately affected by questions of copyright and commercial interests. Several newspaper titles that were still being published (such as the Guardian or Daily Telegraph) were quickly ruled out because of their owners’ interests in digitizing and vending their back issues. The British Library then faced two distinct challenges: assessing the rights of newspaper proprietors and, in the case of signed articles, the rights of individual authors.

Determining the ownership and copyright of historical newspapers became quite complex, as newspapers often merged or were incorporated under different titles or were owned in partnerships. The British Library’s project team looked back to the 1911 Copyright Act, which extended the terms of a previous 1842 act to protect copyright for the life of the author plus an additional fifty years and enshrined the rights of periodical proprietors as the owners of collective works. Based on those parameters, the British Library’s team played it extremely safe, deciding that newspapers published before 1865 could be deemed completely out of copyright. That covered thirteen of the project’s forty-eight selected titles. For the other thirty-five titles published after 1865, the decision depended upon “establishing the date of death of the proprietors of each newspaper”—
a task which proved incredibly tricky and, in several cases, impossible.\textsuperscript{14} The library employed a specialist firm to comb press directories, scour the National Archives at Kew, and peruse biographical histories to determine, first, proprietorship of selected newspapers and, second, their death dates. The library established a workflow so that, for the twenty-seven of forty-eight newspapers where these answers could not be settled, it could at least demonstrate due diligence. It then contacted publishers via post to explain the library’s digitization plans. Very few answered. As King explains, “The Library realised that publishers had not formed a view as to the value of the historic runs of newspapers that they owned.”\textsuperscript{15}

The British Library also worried about individual signed articles within the collection. Those copyrights remained with the authors unless they contractually relinquished them to the publisher. According to the 1911 act, these rights applied to the first publication of their work, as well as to subsequent republication, for the life of the author plus fifty years. These terms would require the British Library to determine, after their cutoff date, who owned the copyright for every article and every republished article in the newspapers they sought to digitize and republish online. The library realized the prohibitive labor involved in researching every instance of a signed article (to say nothing of the labor involved in tracking unsigned contributions), including the biographical details of authors and the unlikely record of any contracts they might have signed.\textsuperscript{16} So they decided on a “wait and see” approach, lamenting the lack of national and international standards for identifying “orphan works”—those publications potentially still in copyright whose owners could not be determined or those that otherwise relinquished the rights to their productions.\textsuperscript{17}

It could be argued that the British Library used a very conservative interpretation of the law—and may have gone to unnecessary trouble. By using the proprietor’s death date to establish the term of copyright, the library observed section 18 of the 1842 Copyright Act. But as Elena Cooper demonstrates, this section pertained only when newspapers could show they had paid their contributors with the understanding that copyright would transfer to the proprietor.\textsuperscript{18} Of course, substantial amounts of what appeared in nineteenth-century newspapers went unpaid or were reprinted from elsewhere. Newspaper proprietors only began to document the transfer of contributors’ rights beginning in the 1890s and afterwards.\textsuperscript{19} Furthermore, as Alexis Easley argues, even if author payments and the transfer of rights could be documented, in practice, the courts only actively protected periodical contents that seemed to have “literary merit.”\textsuperscript{20} The copyright status of periodical content was a gray area throughout the nineteenth century, and, as the British Library’s procedures suggest, this ambiguity continues to present troublesome questions during the processes of digitization.
The legal status of historical materials is not the only factor determining access to nineteenth-century newspapers. The contemporary labor of digitization entangles these collections anew in copyright disputes. In 1998, new regulations came into force in the United Kingdom that extended copyright to databases and provided even stronger protections to some databases as *sui generis* property. This database right, lasting for fifteen years from creation, subsists if there has been “substantial investment in obtaining, verifying, or presenting the content.” Thus, databases which collect out-of-copyright materials may still be protected by the capital investment, digital architecture, and delivery systems they employ.

The British Library had initially planned to create its own online platform for users to openly access its digitized newspapers but instead chose to partner with external vendors to transform scanned page images into searchable documents and then to create a web interface. These vendors included Gale Cengage, which was responsible for the initial release of the *19th Century British Library Newspapers* collection, and then Findmypast, a genealogy company which has the current contract for the *British Newspaper Archive*. As a result of what one project manager called an “innovative and challenging example of a public/private partnership,” the British Library’s digital newspaper collections became subject to commercial licensing and access restrictions. Users could freely access the database from within the British Library or a consortium of universities; beyond that, commercial licensing fees applied. In the United States, Gale sold institutional subscriptions to academic libraries. ProQuest began selling access to its *British Periodicals* collection at about the same time. Findmypast has its own complex system of paywall access to the *British Newspaper Archive* depending on the user and the institutional location. Andrew Prescott, professor of digital humanities at the University of Glasgow, complains that this has resulted in a “kind of digital dance of the seven veils” for researchers, the rise of a moneyed class of academic consumers, and even the “theft of public cultural property” by commercial publishers.

Prescott argues that the British Library’s digitization projects, especially its historical newspaper collections, represent nothing less than the “enclosure of our cultural commons” for the profit of private enterprise. The library counters this claim by asserting that such projects could not have happened without external partnerships and that the resulting availability of historical materials justifies the compromise. But there are other institutional models for digitization. The National Library of Wales acquired funding from the Welsh government, the JISC, and the European Regional Development Fund for its periodical digitization projects, including *Welsh Journals* and *Welsh Newspapers Online*. According to Dafydd Tudur, the
library’s rights and information officer at the time, they used a similar workflow to manage questions of historical copyright, remaining in close contact with Ed King at the British Library. Yet they accepted a different legal argument that materials published before 1881 were demonstrably in the public domain. For materials published after that date, it was not viable to search for every author of every article, so they tried to trace the historical rights to newspaper content. They contacted over fifty organizations—including commercial entities, religious organizations, and even a high school in south Wales—to explain the library’s plans to digitize newspapers up to the year 1919. All who replied were happy to see the project proceed; only five claimed ownership of newspaper titles. In its web interface, Welsh Newspapers Online identifies the probable copyright status of each piece of content, whether it is copyrighted, public domain, or unknown. Rights holders can respond and claim ownership of content as needed.

Welsh Newspapers Online is entirely open access, built with public funding and in-house expertise. The National Library of Wales does not claim copyright on its own digital reproductions, offering them, wherever possible, under creative commons licenses for non-commercial use. Lorna Hughes, a former research chair in digital collections at the library, explains that “underpinning all NLW digitisation is the underlying principle of freely available public digital collections.” Like Prescott, Hughes interprets historical materials as being part of a cultural commons. The goal of digitizing cultural heritage materials is to answer the public’s right to memory and then to create, in the context of newspaper collections, a “digital public sphere.” Prescott and Hughes each understand copyright from the position of public interest, rather than commercial protections. Of course, disputed concepts of “public interest” and the “commons” vary with the history of British property law. As Isabella Alexander suggests, the problem is less “whether copyright should serve the public interest, but which version of the public interest should take priority, and how it should interact with property rights.” That problem has acutely changed with digital media.

Scholars are familiar with the frustrations of uneven access to digitized materials, particularly historical records whose originals, at least, are in the public domain. At my first academic institution, Florida State University, the libraries subscribed to Gale’s 19th Century British Library Newspapers, but when I changed institutions, my new university had no subscription. Until very recently I had to drive more than twenty-five miles from Raleigh to the Davis Library at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and sit in front of a specified computer terminal to access the database. Access was courtesy of a consortium agreement between the NCSU Libraries and
University of North Carolina Libraries. That agreement includes searching across all catalogs and, upon request, delivering books by van throughout North Carolina’s Research Triangle. Consider the paradox: thanks to the internet, books can freely travel but e-books and databases cannot.

Such restrictions answer the profound unease that commercial providers have about their data escaping into the wild. A copyright librarian at my institution told me that the majority of the complaints the library fields from its commercial partners are about systematic downloads, which they fear will be reposted for sale or made available elsewhere. In the United States, copyright governing what libraries can do with purchased digital collections goes back to micropublishing in the 1930s (in other words, microfilm and microfiche). In 1935, a group of scholars and publishers established rules called the “Gentlemen’s Agreement” which allowed researchers to obtain non-commercial copies of textual works. This arrangement held for several decades until the photocopier emerged, which was apparently ungentlemanly enough to require new rules, codified in section 108 of the 1976 US Copyright Act. Section 108 allows an exemption for libraries, archives, and museums to help researchers make copies for non-commercial use. The United Kingdom also allows some exceptions for libraries, including providing dedicated access and copies for individual research purposes. As with the photocopier, the advent of the digital copy has put new pressure on the rules which, once again, need to be updated for the digital world.

Digital copying seems at once an incredible boon for sharing resources and an existential threat to commercial media providers. It has created a wildly uneven landscape upon which publishers, librarians, archivists, and researchers must balance the values of scholarly communication against the institutional realities of access. Some projects, like Welsh Newspapers Online, the Australian newspapers collections at Trove, the Old Bailey Online, and Dickens Journals Online are happy to share their collections and release them for all sorts of uses. Yet many digitized historical sources are generated by public-private partnerships or commercial entities and perhaps could not have been produced otherwise. Hughes concedes that “scholarly digital resources created by the sort of funding available to the humanities cannot compete with the scale of resources created by commercial publishers.” For Hughes, this means being more strategic about the open, non-commercial collections that we do make. At the same time—and perhaps especially in the field of periodical studies—researchers have to reckon with the day-to-day challenges of restricted access and varied forms of licensed use.

In their book Reclaiming Fair Use, Patricia Aufderheide and Peter Jaszi try to shift the conversation about access, arguing that a singular commit-
ment to open access and creative commons has “ceded the crucial ground of the public interest within copyright” by looking for a better world elsewhere. As they suggest, open access cannot be the only answer: researchers need to assert their rights within the framework of the law, including “fair use” in the United States and “fair dealing” in the British Commonwealth. According to Aufderheide and Jaszi, working from within the parameters of copyright actually allows researchers to expand their rights and support the public interest. This requires changing our research paradigm from being consumers of protected materials to becoming active participants within the framework of the law. As Robin Wharton argues, confronting these legal paradigms will be crucial to how the humanities defines itself as a profession, particularly as our materials and research methods change through digital means.

Licensed, Fair, and Computational Uses

Digitization has not necessarily freed nineteenth-century British periodicals from copyright restrictions, but it has changed scholarly research methods. How, also, might it change scholars’ uses of works protected by copyright? Such uses can take different forms, including licensed use as well as copyright exceptions, including “fair use” in the United States and “fair dealing” in the British Commonwealth. There are important differences between them. Fair dealing, for instance, defines specific categories of acceptable use from the outset: uses of copyrighted materials for research, private study, criticism, review, or reports on current events. Fair use, by contrast, offers much greater flexibility as it considers the qualities rather than the categories of use. The 1976 Copyright Act in the United States specified four factors that courts should consider in determining whether the use was fair:

- The purpose and character of the use,
- What materials are actually being used,
- The amount and substantiality of the materials used, and
- Any market harm caused by the usage.

The flip side of flexibility is ambiguity. These somewhat vague statutes are subject to interpretation. They do not always specify exact amounts or venues of use, and so many libraries, universities, and academic publishers recommend or impose arbitrary rules on the amount of copyrighted material a researcher or teacher might employ (for example, 250 words of a long poem). The other major problem is that the 1976 Copyright Act defines fair use primarily in response to the photocopier. Digital commu-
communications technologies require very different parameters for what should be fairly allowed. But because fair use is determined by the courts on a case-by-case basis, the extent of its applications in digital form can seem unclear. Individual researchers often shy away from testing its limits or get discouraged from even trying by anxious gatekeepers.

In using licensed material, researchers often find conflicting advice about everything from formal permissions to posting screenshots online. The scale of digital research can also strain accepted practices. What is, for example, fair use of seven terabytes of data? This was the question I naively asked my university’s copyright librarian upon receiving Gale’s *19th Century British Library Newspapers* collection on several physical hard drives. Given the scale of what is digitally available to researchers, fair use (or fair dealing) guidelines can seem like vestigial remnants of a world of print weakly imposed upon the “amount and substantiality” of vast digital collections or the changing practices of digital research and scholarly communication. In the United States, United Kingdom, and the European Union, a number of non-profit and government-sponsored research groups are researching and advocating copyright reform in digital contexts. Their goals include updating experiences for the consumers and producers of digital media, establishing fair protections for the market, and enabling digitization opportunities for cultural heritage organizations, as well as for new methods for research.

For scholars interested in the large-scale analysis of historical materials, these issues came into focus with legal challenges to the Google Books project and the HathiTrust Digital Library. These projects scanned huge swaths of books, including in-copyright books, without first seeking permission from rights holders. But a search result or “hit” did not mean users could access a restricted document. Google’s data remained accessible only by searching and computation, but the fact that Google possessed “copies” of books on its servers—including still copyrighted post-1923 materials—was legally contested by the Authors’ Guild. Interestingly, the defense found help within the digital humanities community. Matthew Jockers, among others, helped to file two amicus briefs on behalf of Google and HathiTrust. These briefs argue that making copies for digital searching is not like Xeroxing because what people do with those copies is different from reading. As opposed to keeping “durable copies” of protected material, computer analysis uses only “transitory copies,” which are not individually accessible. Data and text mining these copies represent “non-expressive use,” which Google and HathiTrust claimed as fair use. The HathiTrust Research Center proposes a related term, “non-consumptive use,” which fairly allows researchers data-level access to in-copyright materials without direct access to reading for intellectual content. What
HathiTrust calls a “non-consumptive research paradigm” affords all kinds of new approaches to content at scale, including materials still covered by copyright. In late 2013, a federal judge of the US district court accepted these arguments to allow copyrighted materials for non-consumptive research.

Even though Google is a private company that monetizes access to “transitory copies” on its servers, scholars and librarians came to its defense in the service of the public good, urging the US courts to consider access to knowledge—and especially humanities knowledge—in its corpus of books. In the United Kingdom, revisions to copyright law have occurred under broader governmental mandates, in which text and data mining exceptions have been framed as catalysts for scientific progress and economic growth. In 2010, David Cameron ordered a review of how the United Kingdom’s copyright framework might respond to a changing digital landscape. Ian Hargreaves, a professor of digital economy at Cardiff University, published a response with help from the Intellectual Property Office in 2011 which emphasizes “Intellectual Property (IP) policy [as] an increasingly important tool for stimulating economic growth.” Hargreaves does urge the government to consider the precedent of the Google Books case, as well as the “vast treasure trove of copyright works which are effectively unavailable—‘orphan works.’” A follow-up report from the JISC in 2012 on the “Value and Benefit of Text Mining” also advocates for text and data mining in terms of the scientific innovation and economic impacts it might bring to the United Kingdom. Though the digital humanities have featured less prominently as a justification for greater access, these arguments have been effective. In 2014, the United Kingdom passed legislation allowing an exception for text and data mining for research projects with non-commercial outputs provided they had legal access to the materials and acknowledged their source.

In Europe, the establishment of a legal framework for use of in-copyright works has been a “key action of the Digital Agenda for Europe,” which is part of the Europe 2020 strategy. The general goal is to harmonize EU copyright law with the possibilities of digital works and to allow these works to flow across borders and legislative regimes. Text and data mining exceptions were among the issues the commission sought to address, aiming to “make it easier for researchers across the EU to use text and data mining (TDM) technologies to analyse large sets of data.” Specific proposals are still underway at the time of this article’s writing, but they recommend a mandatory exception to copyright for using text and data mining in scientific research. While humanities-based research is not mentioned, these exceptions may have wide application for research on large collections of digital materials.
There are several examples of how humanities researchers might use copyrighted collections of historical materials at scale. Early on in the Google Books project, the company made the books corpus available, under restricted conditions, to scholars doing computational analysis. These included an interdisciplinary team working at the “cultural observatory” at MIT who published their results in the journal *Science*, claiming to have invented a new field called “culturomics.” The historians Dan Cohen and Fred Gibbs also received access to Google’s dataset, publishing their experiments with nineteenth-century intellectual history in *Victorian Studies*. Notably, these teams did not have direct access to the data but provided research questions to Google’s engineers who sent back the results.

Academic publishers and commercial resource providers are also considering whether and how to facilitate the querying of restricted data at scale. Open access collections, like the Digital Public Library of America, may offer an application programming interface (API) for direct access. Taking a different approach, JSTOR—which, as the Aaron Schwartz case tragically suggested, disapproves of opening its source data—released a “Data for Research” portal around 2008. The portal provides access to JSTOR’s own content-mining and faceted searching tools, including a text analyzer tool released in 2017. Also in 2017, the British Library announced that “users will be able to consume research data online through tools that enable it to be analysed, visualised and understood.” Commercial providers are making similar plans in response to the increased popularity of text-analysis research. Gale introduced Artemis, a product that promises text mining and analysis tools on top of the digital content the company already offers.

These examples also reveal the two distinct problems facing researchers interested in text and data mining: 1) simple access to data and 2) the rights to computationally analyze it. Access does not mean simply doing as one likes, especially with digital materials. The entertainment industry knows this very well and has advocated far-reaching copyright protections and developing digital rights management (DRM) technologies to limit the copying and distribution of digital products. Scholarly publishing has implemented paywalls and web-based interfaces which prevent researchers from accessing source data and limit the amounts they can feasibly process through browsers. Even with the legal standing for text and data mining, scholars may face restrictions on how they access data in the first place. Brandon Butler, director of information policy at the University of Virginia Library, asks, “How can we take advantage of the broad rights we have under fair use when control of massive collections of physical copies
When the United Kingdom passed its text and data mining exception, open-access advocate Peter Murray-Rust optimistically declared, “Content mining starts today!” The exception has enabled several interesting computational analysis projects which focus on nineteenth-century periodicals, including M. H. Beals’s *Scissors and Paste* project in collaboration with the British Library. In “Content Analysis of 150 Years of British Periodicals,” Lansdall-Welfare et al. critique the MIT “culturomics” team for excluding periodicals from their source data and then analyze the British Library’s Findmypast newspaper corpus at scale. According to UK law, computationally minded researchers do not have to seek permission for text and data mining from the rights holder—but that does not mean providers must readily hand over their files. Murray-Rust is an advocate for “web scraping”: establishing scripts to automatically download and collect digital content. Yet according to UK law, researchers attempting to circumvent publishers’ technical restrictions can be sued. In the United States, the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act makes it illegal to circumvent the digital rights management protections imposed by publishers—although it also allows Congress to make exemptions in certain contexts. Every three years, the Library of Congress oversees discussion of these exemptions, which could come to include text and data mining. In any case, many scholars are wary of testing these legal thresholds. And where nineteenth-century periodicals are concerned, the familiar problems of access still apply.

Take again the British Library’s digitized newspaper collection. Researchers within the United Kingdom’s higher education consortium and within the library itself can access its nineteenth-century newspaper databases as well as its physical collections of print and microfilm (with some restrictions). However, a text and data mining project on these collections is not so simple. If a researcher wants to computationally analyze the British Library’s digital copies of its own newspapers, the library must ask permission from Gale Cengage, then submit the researcher’s credentials to the library’s intellectual property office with a letter of support testifying that he or she has no criminal background. In other words, even the library is not free to do what it likes with its own digital collections. For users outside the United Kingdom, Gale sells content-mining rights to subscribers along with a set of hard drives for purchase. Even the National Library of Wales, with its admirable commitment to open access, has not ruled out charging users to download “public domain” datasets. It feels pressure to develop revenue streams to support itself and must balance the values of openness with the need for fiscal sustainability.
Furthermore, the availability of data or legal permissions for text and data mining do not change the limitations on what a researcher might publish. The United Kingdom’s intellectual property office and JISC offer guides to help researchers with the implications of the text and data mining copyright exception for research. Researchers may publish results that are “simply facts” and are therefore not covered by copyright.63 They may quote from originals “as long as the length of the quote used does not undermine the legitimate (often commercial) interests of the rights holders.”64 In other words, republishing small amounts of copyrighted materials can be considered fair dealing. Fair use guidelines also apply in US contexts: as counsel for the Association of Research Libraries explains, researchers may publish snippets of original sources so long as their “results do not make the full text, or substantial portions, of the underlying articles publicly available.”65 Fair use measures do not substantially differ for scholars who study one newspaper article or computationally analyze millions of them. Even so, just as “non-consumptive use” has helped redefine fair use for text and data mining research, there is an emerging category of “transformative use” which may have similar effects on scholarly publishing.

Transformative use took shape in the United States during the 1990s following the 1994 landmark case Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, which considered 2 Live Crew’s parodic remix of Roy Orbison’s “Pretty Woman.”66 In the years since, fair use cases have shifted from assessments of market impact to judgments about whether or not the reuse of copyrighted material is transformative. As Brandon Butler observes, “Courts have shown deference to uses successfully characterized as ‘transformative.’”67 However, those uses have typically come from domains other than education or scholarship. Butler argues that scholars and teachers can and should dramatically expand their uses of restricted materials by shifting to a transformative use paradigm. Given the imbalance between the publishing limits of fair use and the scale of digitized source material, transformative use in US law may offer a new “publishing paradigm” parallel to the “research paradigm” of text and data mining, with similar exceptions to copyright.

What might transformative use look like in digital periodicals scholarship? Dallas Liddle’s work with the Times Digital Archive has used data analysis to identify large-scale features of that newspaper over time.68 Liddle generates graphs which transform that data into a visual argument supplementing the narratives of his articles. However, due to Gale’s licensing terms and academic publishers’ guidelines, we cannot access the thousands of texts and images behind these arguments.69 In its studies of reprinted texts in nineteenth-century US newspapers, the Viral Texts project also generates network graphs and maps but has the benefit of open-access materials from the Library of Congress that it can also freely share.
The HathiTrust Research Center may suggest another way forward. It extracts “features” of its in-copyright source texts, including word counts, parts of speech, term frequencies, and page locations. Sayan Bhattacharyya, formerly of HathiTrust, claims that these features present a “translation of the text” between human and machine languages. Furthermore, they can be recombined “into ludic, ambiguous, open-ended wholes”—a more performative approach to scholarship than quantitative analysis suggests. What this looks like is less clear. But Bhattacharyya’s claim starts to explore how the problems of copyright could compel entirely new forms of scholarship.

Transformative use might prompt scholars to consider transforming their habits of inquiry. In her article “Digital Humanities, Copyright Law, and the Literary,” Robin Wharton provocatively argues that the history of copyright law has enforced a categorical separation between what scholars publish and what they study. In other words, copyright law pushed literary scholarship into a familiar mode of critique distinct from those texts it could not legally reproduce. Copyright helped enshrine a hermeneutics of suspicion at the expense of compositionist and creative modes of scholarship, including those made newly possible by digital publishing formats. In imagining what those might be, Mark Sample has urged digital scholars to move beyond text and data mining to more creative acts. What he calls the “poetics of machine reading” would make creative use of the computational engines behind non-expressive techniques. While Sample points to new media art for inspiration, Tim Sherratt, the former director of Trove, has developed a number of such innovative approaches to historical newspapers. For example, Sherratt has built a harvester to collect front pages of newspapers as well as accompanying metadata. Using this tool, researchers can explore page design and content type for millions of front pages in the collection. Sherratt wants researchers to “to move beyond the search box to find new ways of exploring and contextualising [newspaper] content.” His approach also demonstrates what transformative modes of publishing restricted content might look like—through aggregations of images like The Front Page, through their transformative contextualization, as in The Real Face of White Australia, or even through more experimental applications like Headline Roulette. All these examples suggest creative, critical, and even polemic strategies for transforming digital historical materials.

What are the horizons for transformative scholarship in Victorian studies? Will such transformative uses be recognized as scholarship? Amid the legal, technical, and institutional pressures on access to digital materials, there are many challenges far exceeding the field of nineteenth-century studies. Yet periodicals from that era usefully embody many of the opportunities and ironies of digital access. If, in the nineteenth century,
the ambiguous status of copyright in periodicals allowed a particular literary and information culture to flourish, then periodicals scholars have a similar opportunity to design new forms of scholarly analysis, public engagement, and communication within the shifting parameters of the law. As Mark Rose suggests, copyright does more “than govern the passage of commodified exchanges across the boundary between the private sphere and the public; it actually constitutes the boundary on which it stands.” With so many of our digital resources located on that contested boundary, nineteenth-century scholars must continue to engage with contested rights and new opportunities for transformative production.
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